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One of the persistent themes that links art and artists across gen-

erations and over centuries is the subject of the body. In the past

three decades, while the more traditional genres of still life, land-

scape or portraiture have sustained an enduring presence, it is “the

body” that has emerged as the dominant subject of contemporary

artistic practice. This interest in the body is in part a product of the

successive waves of feminism and a growing consciousness of the

significance of sexual difference. Of equal importance, however,

has been an articulation of the body that emerges from a height-

ened awareness of cultural difference, as well as the history of

colonialism that continues to resonate throughout the world. Today,

the body is no longer simply accepted as a universal symbol of a

human presence, but is acknowledged as a complex, highly coded,

shifting subject that lives within representation.

The thirteen artists in this exhibition all take the body as the

principal subject of their work. As a group, they represent two gen-

erations of artists who have approached this subject in distinct

yet connected ways. Tracey Emin, Sarah Lucas, Cornelia Parker,

Gillian Wearing, Jake and Dinos Chapman, and Sam Taylor-Wood

are often identified with the yBa (young British artists), a loosely

knit group of artists that emerged in the 1990s and identified the

body — and often their own bodies — as a powerful site of social

rupture and dissent. Their aggressive, in-your-face attitude united

the strategies of British youth culture, mass marketing and high

art. A second generation emerged almost simultaneously. They too

acknowledged the primacy of the body as a subject in contempo-

rary art, but chose to emphasize its social complexity and its multi-

coded character. Carey Young, Douglas Gordon, Tacita Dean, Martin

Boyce, Rebecca Warren and Cathy Wilkes are represented in the

exhibition by works that speak to the body as a subject of complex

social interactions; interactions which sometimes mask the body’s

presence and sometimes open it up in ways that reveal its diverse

movements through the world.

— Bruce Grenville, Senior Curator, Vancouver Art Gallery

An exhibition catalogue with essays by the curators, Bruce Grenville and

Colin Ledwith, and writer Douglas Coupland is available for purchase.

Disincarnation: Shedding Your Meat

I remember reading art magazines in the late 1980s and early 1990s,

and all of them moaned how unglamorous and unfocused and drab

the art world had become. At this same time I began going to Eng-

land regularly. A dominant memory of my earlier visits is of how

hard it was to place phone calls in England — either within London

or back to North America. I remember checking my hotel bill in a

Glasgow hotel and being charged seventy-two pounds for a ten-

minute call to Canada. I basically flipped out and there was a semi-

ugly scene between myself and the manager who told me, “But Sir,

your phone call used four hundred pips.”

“What the hell is a pip?”

“A pip is a pip.”

Insert a mental image of Basil Fawlty here.

In the end I got the phone charge reduced by half, but to this

day, I still have no idea what a pip is. Another English phone glitch

occurred in maybe 1995 when I found out the hard way that while

both North American and English telecoms use push-button phone

systems, North America’s phones were touch-tone, whereas English

phones weren’t.

I remember trying to access my Canadian messages, but with-

out a touch-tone, that couldn’t happen. If we’ve learned anything

in the early twenty first century, it’s that not being able to access

your phone or email messages is one of modern life’s most dis-

comfiting sensations.

So I asked the concierge what I could do, whereupon he told

me of a magical device, a disc that, if you held it over the mouth-

piece, you could use to generate touch-tone noises. I asked where 

I could find one.

“I have no idea, Sir.”

“But this is a five-star hotel, and I can’t possibly be the only

North American to want to access their messages with a touch-

tone system.”

“Possibly.”

“So don’t you think it might be a desirable service to provide

guests with this kind of device?”

Stony silence.

“And you really don’t know where I can find one?”
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More stony silence.

In the end I bought a touch-tone device under the table from

a concierge at the Madrid Four Seasons. This got me through the

next three years or so of European trips.

And then …

And then I went to London one year — 1998? And suddenly

every English citizen had both a cell phone, a high-speed internet

account and it was like the nineties had never existed — and sud-

denly I felt like an information hillbilly compared to the Brits. They’d

technologically skipped decades of North American-style telecom

and computing infrastructure.

What I also began noticing at this time was that people in the

audiences at book readings had their phones ringing in the middle

of events. From the stage or podium it sounded like a chirping bird,

which was kind of sweet—but then I began researching the Colum-

bine shootings for a book I was doing, and an odd link occurred.

I read this passage that described the scene in the Columbine

cafeteria. While the shootings hadn’t occurred there, a propane

canister bomb placed there by the two young gunmen exploded,

melting chairs and scorching the books and lunches surrounding

it. Because there were bombs placed throughout the school, the

Littleton, Colorado police and the ATF couldn’t simply rush into

the school. The building had to be combed foot-by-foot, room-by-

room to ensure no further explosions. While they were doing their

sweep, the fire alarms had been ringing non-stop because agents

hadn’t yet accessed the main office. The following paragraph comes

from the Denver Rocky Mountain News:

Marcus Motte of the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms…

was peering into the flooded cafeteria, looking at hundreds of backpacks

left behind 11 hours earlier by panicked students. Some floated in the

water covering the floor. Others sat on top of tables. The instant the fire

alarm went dead, Motte heard a strange, almost surreal sound welling

up faintly from inside, like birds chirping. Across the cafeteria, tele-

phone pagers in the abandoned backpacks were going off, unanswered

calls from desperate parents. Where are you? Please, please call home.

A few years later in October of 1999 there was a train crash in

London’s Paddington Station. Emergency workers removing the

dead and injured also recalled the same wrenching observation,

that of musical ring tones serenading the dead from within jackets

and purses and briefcases.

I considered these two tragedies and from both Columbine

and Paddington I began to feel as if human beings had developed

some new form of spiritual disembodiment, that during these two

ghastly historical apertures, with the addition of mobile phone

technology, we were able to separate the spirit from the body in an

almost scientific manner.

Because of this observation, at English book readings I began

asking audience members to take out their cell phones and make

them ring like crazy while the house lights were dimmed—all there

was was darkness and these trilling, bleeping and rather pretty

impromptu sonatas which went on for one minute. Audiences would

initially giggle, but after fifteen seconds the giggling stopped; forty-

five seconds later when the house lights were raised, we could all

distinctly feel the presence of lost dead souls evaporating from the

room like a whiff of perfume. We had all briefly left our own bodies

and the effect was chilling.

But why discuss all this? What have we learned? I think we’ve

learned that England — and most of Europe — underwent massive

structural changes in the way in which they ingested their daily

communications. Whereas North American shifts had been more

gradual across a two-decade span from 1970 to 1990 — cable and

satellite TV networks and the implementation of modems — Eng-

land’s information shifts in the 1990s was more akin to being blasted

by an information fire hose; it was cathartic, massive and brash.

And two things became all too clear across that decade. First, there

had arisen a new and undeniable menu of sensations and relation-

ships in English culture, be it person-to-person relationships, or

an individual’s relationship to themselves. And second, in the 1990s

there emerged a new sort of art that addressed these new relation-

ships. This is, of course, the yBa movement. It was bold and sexy

and drenched in death and fame and politics. You could slam it,

trash it, consume it, love it, discredit it, but whatever you did, you

still knew that it was going to be the work that defined the era —

not the stuff that came out of New York or anywhere else, some-

thing that has greatly angered New York.

Now in 2005 the yBa movement is over, passé, whatever. The

dust has settled and we’re beginning to see what’s going to stand

the test of time, and what’s going to be tomorrow’s doorstop. What

remains is much of the work in this show. Seemingly austere, it

reflects a culture inundated with a new range of sensations — a

culture in which the individual has become porous — an informa-

tion filter bombarded with constant streams of data, entertainment,

spam and just about anything that can be zapped and downloaded

and broadcasted. To view Gillian Wearing’s Dancing in Peckham

is to see a body desperately trying to shed itself of itself, to dis-

incarnate, a body so enervated and overstimulated that corporeal

existence has become almost untenable. It seems to be saying,

Just let me ditch my body for a little while. Not too long, just enough

so that I can take a break. But of course the break is never going to

come. In a strange way, a sixteenth-century depiction of the Annun-

ciation, say, actually has much more in common with Dancing in

Peckham than one might first assume. Both depict the human soul

at a moment of mind/soul/body transformation. Both depict a soul

in need of some sort of transcendent intervention to remove them

from the daily corporeal bother of life.

Tracey Emin’s piece, I’ve Got is All, with coins seemingly dis-

charging from her vagina reminds me of something I used to say

in the 1990s. Whenever I entered a really good store full of things I

was powerless not to buy I said, “Wow. I can already feel the money

leaving my body.” The 1990s in England were about not just money

but cash and shopping — tons of it, all of it rewriting the country’s

old reputation as boring and puritanical. Not coincidently, a pub-

lishing phenomenon arose in the 1990s in England, the S&F novel—

shopping and fucking. Emin’s work addresses the notion of affluence

and social disengagement in a way that just barely manages to

shock, but still does so in the end.

Martin Boyce’s work, particularly Everything Goes Away in the

End, also addresses the newly emerging relationships between the

individual and consumption. Everything Goes Away in the End, in a

way, depicts the Elephant’s Graveyard of shopping; it acts as a sort

of bleached out skeleton of Wallpaper* magazine or a menswear

sale at Harvey Nichols.
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I could go on, but the gist of the show is seemingly about the

mind/body relationship, one of art’s eternal themes.

So yes, it is now seemingly okay to trash the 1990s and yBa.

New York seems to be behind the wheel once more. But the yBa

party was wild, with much stupid behavior and frivolous dancing,

but what it got right it got very right. Let’s face it: the manner in

which minds and bodies relate to each other is fluid and ever chang-

ing. Art chronicles this relationship on an ongoing basis, and every

time art gets it right, it comes as a slap in the face when you realize

that what you expected and what you got rarely have much in com-

mon. Nobody expected the work that appears in this show, which is

precisely why it remains after the champagne flutes and cigarette

butts have been swept away.

— Douglas Coupland

Douglas Coupland is Canadian, born on a Canadian Air Force base near

Baden-Baden, Germany, on 30 December 1961. In 1965 his family moved to

Vancouver, Canada, where he continues to live and work. Coupland has

studied art and design in Vancouver, Canada, Milan, Italy and Sapporo, Japan.

His first novel, Generation X, was published in March of 1991. Since then he

has published nine novels and several non-fiction books in 35 languages and

most countries on earth. He has written and performed for the Royal Shake-

speare Company in Stratford, England, and in 2001 resumed his practice as

a visual artist, with exhibitions in spaces in North America, Europe and Asia.

Disincarnation: Shedding Your Meat is reprinted from the catalogue Body:

New Art from the UK (2005) with kind permission from Douglas Coupland,

the Vancouver Art Gallery and The British Council.

Above: Tracey Emin, I’ve Got It All (detail), 2000, courtesy the artist and Jay Jopling/White Cube, London.


